Long Term Research Internship / Dissertation Work Program

1st September, 2023 to 30th April, 2024

About

School of Life Sciences (SLS), University of Hyderabad (UoH), internationally recognized for its excellence in teaching and research, has initiated this program to train graduate / post graduate students in cutting edge areas of biology. SLS wishes to share its rich expertise with the students to empower them with required skill set to take up demanding responsibilities in Biotech Industry and academic establishments. The internship program will be conducted periodically by an outfit of SLS, called SLS-Skill Development Center. The SLS faculty members, known for their outstanding research contributions, will host the trainees in their research labs for a period of four to six months. The trainees will be working on a objective oriented research problem. Report prepared at the end of the program can be used as a dissertation at the enrolled institution, if pursuing a course. This enables the trainees to gain first-hand knowledge, especially working skills with sophisticated instruments frequently used in research setup and biotech industry.

Eligibility

- Post graduate student (currently enrolled or completed) in any area of biology
- Graduate (final year only) or completed student in any area of biology.

Fees

- Rs. 60,000 (Sixty thousand rupees only)
- Accommodation and food charges extra.
- Shared accommodation (Rs. 70 per day) provided in the University Hostels based on availability

Application procedure

- Follow the steps given below
  - Download the Permission letter and Data use agreement form available at http://sls.uohyd.ac.in/new/sdp/LTRI/Endorsement_form_LTRI-2022.docx
  - http://sls.uohyd.ac.in/new/sdp/LTRI/Data_usage_undertaking.docx
  - Get the permission letter and Data use agreement form endorsed by your Head of the Department / Institution
  - Access the application form at the link below
    - https://forms.gle/F7bWQSG2Q6HV9fFE8
  - Fill the application form
  - Upload the endorsed permission letter and data usage form in the application form
  - Upload your CV and statement of purpose in the application form

For further details, Contact

Dr. Suresh Yenugu,
Coordinator, Skill Development Centre
Email: sdc.sls.uoh@gmail.com
http://sls.uohyd.ac.in/new/sdp.php